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Did you know coin collecting is like putting together a puzzle? Or that collecting coins involves
lessons in geography, history, spelling, economics, government, and appreciation for art and
design? It's no wonder so many people are collectors, and a wonder so many haven't yet
discovered how exciting a hobby it is - but that's about to change! Warman's National Park Quarters
for Kids folder, part of the new Warman's Coin Folders for Kids series, helps you share your love of
coin collecting with the next generation in a fun, educational and interactive way that will encourage
them to collect for a lifetime. This folder features: Snug-fitting slots for each National Park Quarter
with the name of each quarter and the shape of the state its located Colorful map of the United
States, a photograph from each National Park and its state flag Intriguing and informative trivia
questions about the quarters and parks A lifetime of love for coin collecting starts with National Park
Quarters for Kids coin folder.
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It's a good looking folder, beautiful color, clear words. But the holds are too small to fit in. And it
would be impossible to take out any more unless ruining the folder.

It is a very colorful and Beautiful quarters album. For example, it has a map showing the location of
each national park. But the circles are small. You have to try hard to insert the quarters.

I too found the holes were too small to fit the quarters but using a rubber mallet to force them in is
what I did. If you do that they stay in the holes and will not come out easily. Other than that, this
folder is great .

The illustrations are nice on this little kids collector book but it will not keep the quarters in place at
all. They are constantly falling out and you have to be careful not to lose your quarters. So if you
want this to keep your quaters safe for your kids you may want to look elsewhere or if you don't care
then this will work for you.

The quality of this product is good but it was extremely difficult to push the quarters into the slots.
This is the 2nd set I have made and I would not purchase this product over another one. Made an
easy task difficult. Also, it says it is for kids but there is nothing "Kid" about it. Very boring and not
easy to understand for kids.

My son decided that he needed to collect every piece of money he touches now so here we are. It's
a book that holds coins so it's kind of hard to screw this up. Shipped fast and seems sturdy so far.
Would buy again.

Nicely holds all the new state quarters. The holes are purposefully tight-fighting so the coins will not
come out. I like being able to quickly see which ones I am missing so I can check my pocket change
for the ones I need.

Not much to rate. It has holes that are easy for the kids to pop quarters in to. I got this for my kids to
start a collection and they filled it up. Only advice is to buy 2 cause just one fills up quickly if you
have change laying around.
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